
  

 

Abstract—Many identity-based public key cryptosystems 

from bilinear pairings use hash functions to construct their 

public keys. Most of these schemes only specify the need of 

applying cryptographic strong or collision free hash functions, 

without giving any detail of which or what hash functions should 

be used. Traditional understanding of a cryptographic strong 

hash function has three security properties, which are pre-image 

resistance, second pre-image resistance and collision resistance. 

However, with only these three properties, in this paper we show 

a potential security vulnerability of identity-based 

cryptographic cryptosystems if the hash functions used are not 

correctly constructed. To fix this vulnerability, this paper 

defines an additional desirable security property for the hash 

functions in these identity-based cryptosystems. 

 

Index Terms—Public key cryptosystems, identity-based 

cryptosystems, cryptographic strong hash functions, bilinear 

pairings.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Public key cryptography is used in a variety of security 

applications such as secure message exchange, secret sharing, 

digital signatures, digital watermarking, identity 

authentication, data integrity checking and much more. 

However, most of current existing public key cryptosystems 

require communicating parties knowing each other’s public 

key. To ensure the validity of each other’s public key, it 

requires a trusted third party issuing public key certificates [1] 

for all participating entities in a cryptosystem. Even though 

inquiring and verifying each other’s public key certificate in 

every communication is not too expensive to do, it is 

obviously annoying and interruptive.  

To take out the requirement of public key certificates, an 

identity-based cryptosystem, introduced by Shamir [2] in 

1984, is a public key cryptosystem, which intended to embed 

user’s identities into the construction of their public keys. As 

a result, each user can derive another user’s public key 

without the need of public key certificates from a third trusted 

party. 

In 2001, Boneh and Franklin [3] proposed an identity based 

encryption scheme from Weil pairings. Following their paper, 

many identity-based cryptographic schemes, based on 

bilinear pairings from supersingular elliptic curves, were 

proposed in the literature such as those in [4]–[14]. The public 

key generation in these schemes is simple and similar, merely 

the hash value of each user’s publicly known identity. Instead 

of providing any specific hash functions, these schemes only 
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gave a very general statement that the hash functions used 

must be cryptographic strong. Traditionally, a hash function 

is said to be cryptographic strong if it satisfies the following 

four properties: easy forward computation, pre-image 

resistance, second pre-image resistance and collision 

resistance. In this paper, we provide a simple hash function 

satisfying the above four properties, but the resulting 

identity-based schemes are insecure, where private keys can 

be easily derived from public keys. 

To be secure against this vulnerability, the hash functions 

used must satisfy an additional property, name it “image ratio 

resistance” in this paper. A hash function H  satisfying this 

property should generate images such that the ratio between 

them is hard to compute. In other words, given arbitrary two 

pre-images 
1m  and 

2m , it is hard to compute the ratio c  such 

that )()( 21 mcHmH  or )()( 12 mcHmH  . The main 

contribution of this paper is explicitly pointing out and 

defining this desired hash property in identity-based 

cryptosystems. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II 

gives the definition of a cryptographic strong hash function, 

as well as defining the proposed image ratio resistance 

hashing property. In this section, we also provide some 

mathematical background of bilinear pairings. Section III 

describes briefly the common key generation procedure in 

identity-based cryptosystems based on supersingular elliptic 

curves and its typical signature and verification scheme using 

bilinear pairings. Section IV gives a simple cryptographic 

strong hash function without the image ratio resistance 

property and then describes the security vulnerability of the 

resulting identity-based cryptosystems. Hash functions with 

the image ratio resistance property will also be suggested in 

this section. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.  

 

II. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND 

In this section, we give some required mathematical 

background for identity-based cryptosystems, including 

cryptographic hash functions and bilinear pairings. 

A. Hash Functions 

Traditional cryptographically-strong hash functions 
*

2

*}1,0{: lZH  , where l  is the pre-defined bit length of 

hash values, should satisfy the following properties: 

1) Easy forward computation: Given a pre-image m , it 

should be computational efficient to derive )(mH .  

2) Pre-image resistance: Given an image )(mH , it should be 

hard to find the pre-image m .  

3) Second pre-image resistance: Given a pre-image 
1m , it 
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should be hard to find another pre-image 
2m , where 

21 mm  , such that )()( 21 mHmH  .  

4) Collision resistance: It should be hard to find any pair of 

pre-images 
1m  and 

2m , where 
21 mm  , such that 

)()( 21 mHmH  . 

The popular SHS [15] and MD5 [16] hash functions are 

believed to be cryptographically strong, even though some 

research showed that they were vulnerable to collision 

resistant. However, most of security schemes or protocols 

based on hash functions only rely on their pre-image 

resistance and/or second pre-image resistance. Thus, these 

security schemes/protocols are still safe for now. 

In this paper, we propose and define another hash function 

property, image ratio resistance, as below: 

Definition: A hash function H is said to be image ratio 

resistance if it is hard to derive the ratio c such 

that )()( 21 mcHmH   or )()( 12 mcHmH  , given arbitrary 

two different pre-image 
1m  and 

2m . 

 

 

 

Without using image ratio resistance hash functions, 

identity-based cryptosystems are insecure. Unfortunately, 

most identity-based papers only specify the need of using 

cryptographic strong hash functions, which do not include the 

property of image ratio resistance. In Section IV, we give a 

simple cryptographic hash function that satisfies the original 

three resistance properties but fails on the image ratio 

resistance, and then describe a potential security vulnerability 

of the resulting identity-based cryptographic schemes. 

B. Bilinear Pairings 

Given a cyclic additive group ),( 1 G  with a generator P  

and a cyclic multiplicative group ),( 2 G  of the same prime 

order q , a bilinear map 
211: GGGe  satisfies the 

following properties: 

 Bilinearity:  

),(),(),(

),(),(),(

),(),(

,,,,, *

1

SQeRQeSRQe

aRbQeRQebRaQe

QReRQe

FbaGSRQ

ab

q









           (1) 

 Non-degeneracy:  

OQGRRQe

GQ





1

1

,1),(

,
             (2) 

 Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to 

compute  

12 ,,),( GRQGRQe                          (3) 

The security of bilinear maps relies on the hardness 

assumption of some Diffie-Hellman problems such as 

1) Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDHP): Given 

1,, GbQaQQ   and *, qFba  , to compute 
1GabQ . 

2) Decision Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem (DBDHP): 

Given 
1,,, GcQbQaQQ   and *,, qFcba  , and an 

element 
2Gg , to decide whether abcQQeg ),( . 

The security of the identity-based signature scheme 

demonstrated in the next section, as well as most of other 

identity-based cryptographic schemes, is based on the 

hardness assumption of CDHP. 

 

III. COMMON IDENTITY-BASED CRYPTOSYSTEM KEY 

GENERATION 

In this section, we describe briefly the common key 

generation procedure in most identity-based cryptosystems. 

Each user 
iU  in a system has a unique identity *}1,0{iID . 

There is a trusted private key generator (PKG) responsible for 

key generation. 

A. Setup 

PKG chooses a cyclic additive group ),( 1 G  and a cyclic 

multiplicative group ),( 2 G  of the same prime order q , a 

bilinear map 
211: GGGe  , a generator P  of the group 

1G , a master private key *

qFs , a system public key  

1GsPPpub                                   (4) 

and two cryptographic strong hash functions  

  

PKG then publishes the public parameters 

 2121 ,,,,,,, HHqPPeGGPARA pub
     (7) 

B. Key Generation 

Given an 
iID  of a user 

iU , the PKG computes 
iU ’s public 

key 
iQ  and private key 

iD  by  

)(1 ii IDHQ                                     (8) 

ii sQD                                        (9) 

Both 
iQ  and 

iD  are points in the group 
1G . The PKG then 

sends both keys to 
iU , in which the private key 

iD  needs to 

be sent by a secure channel. 

Many proposed identity-based signature, encryption or 

signcryption schemes in the literature generate their public 

and private key pair as (8) and (9). Following the key 
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For the proposed image ratio resistance, the traditional hash

functions * *

2
:{0,  1} lH Z is impossible to satisfy this

property since the ratio c between two images *

21)( lZmH 

and *

22 )( lZmH  is merely the fraction )()( 21 mHmH or 

)()( 12 mHmH .

In the context of identity-based cryptosystems, the hash 

function used is a mapping *:{0,  1}H G , where G is a 

cyclic additive group of some prime order q with a generator 

P . In this mapping, it is possible to construct a hash function

satisfying the image ratio resistance, in addition to the three

original resistances.

*

1 1:{0,  1}H G                                 (5)

* *

2 :{0,  1} qH F                            (6)



  

generation, we give a typical identity-based signature scheme 

in the following sections for the purpose of completeness and 

readability, though our proposed security vulnerability only 

exploits the weakness of the key generation procedure.  

C. Signature Generation 

To sign a message *}1,0{m , a user 
iU  randomly picks a 

number *

qi Fr  . 
iU  computes two points 

iV  and 
iS  in 

1G  as 

follows: 

PrV ii                                             (10) 

pubiixii PrDVmHS  )][,(2
                          (11) 

where 
xiV ][  is the x-coordinate of the point 

iV . The signature 

on the message m  is the pair ),( ii SV . 

D. Signature Verification 

iU ’s signature ),( ii SV  on the message m  can be publicly 

verified. The verifier compares whether  

),(),(),(
)][,(2

ipub

VmH

ipubi VPeQPeSPe xi           (12) 

The signature ),( ii SV  is valid if and only if the checking in 

(12) return true since 
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2

2

2

2
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iixi
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i
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IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

Before exploiting the potential vulnerability of the 

common key generation procedure described in the section 

III.B, we first discuss the hardness assumption of CDHP and 

its implication to the security of identity-based cryptosystems. 

A. Hardness Assumption of CDHP 

The security of the identity-based cryptosystem is based on 

the hardness assumption of CDHP. For the signature scheme 

presented in the previous section, a malicious user 
iU  may try 

to derive secret information 
pubj Pr  inside another user 

jU ’s 

signature 
pubjjxjj PrDVmHS  )][,(2

. This derivation is a 

difficult CDHP since 
iU , with known information P , sP  

(which is 
pubP ) and Pr j

 (which is 
jV ), is trying to compute 

sPr j
 (which is 

pubj Pr ) . Another example of a CDHP in this 

scheme is trying to maliciously derive someone’s private key 

as follows: A user 
iU  can access his own keys 

iQ  and 

ii sQD  , as well as another user 
jU ’s public key 

jQ . Since 

P  is a generator in 
1G  and both 

iQ  and 
jQ  are points in 

1G , 

there exist *, qFba   such that aPQi   and bPQ j  . Thus 

qabc mod)(  also exists and 
ij cQQ  . With known 

information 
iQ , 

icQ  (which is 
jQ )   and 

isQ  (which is iD ), 

it is a CDHP if the malicious user 
iU  tries to derive another 

user 
jU ’s private key 

ijj scQsQD  . 

Therefore, under the hardness assumption of CDHP, 

deriving other user’s private key should be hard if both 
*

qFs  and *

qFc  are unknown. However, if either s  or c  

can be inferred by some other means, the private key can be 

derived easily, or in other words, the identity-based 

cryptosystems are insecure. 

B. The Potential Security Vulnerability 

Security vulnerability can be exploited in the common key 

generation procedure in most of the identity-based 

cryptographic schemes. The vulnerability described in this 

section can be applied to all these identity-based schemes. 

Assume an implementer of an identity-based scheme is 

misguided by the scheme specification and uses a 

cryptographic strong hash function satisfying only the 

original three resistance properties. There is a straightforward 

way to come up such hash function, 
1

*

1 }1,0{: GH  , to map 

a user 
iU ’s identity 

iID  to his public key 
iQ  as below: 

iii QPIDHIDH  )()( 31
                       (13) 

where **

3 }1,0{: qFH   is a regular cryptographic hash 

function such as those in [15] and [16] with the original three 

resistance properties, i.e., pre-image resistance, second 

pre-image resistance and collision resistance. The following 

three propositions show that the hash function 
1H  defined in 

(13) also satisfies the original three cryptographic resistance 

properties.  

Proposition 1: Given that **

3 }1,0{: qFH   is a 

cryptographic strong hash function satisfying the original 

three resistance properties. The hash function 

1

*

1 }1,0{: GH   defined in (13) also satisfies the pre-image 

resistance property. 

Proof: Given that PIDHIDH ii )()( 31   and 

**

3 }1,0{: qFH   satisfies the pre-image resistance property. 

Let’s assume 
1H  does not satisfy the pre-image resistance 

property. That means 
iID  can be recovered from )(1 iIDH . 

Under this assumption, given )(3 iIDH , 
iID  can also be 

recovered since someone can first compute 

)()( 13 ii IDHPIDH   and then recover 
iID  from )(1 iIDH . It 

implies that 
3H  does not satisfy the pre-image resistance 

property. This is a contradiction and thus the assumption we 

made about 
1H  is incorrect. Therefore 

1H  should satisfy the 

pre-image resistance property.  

Proposition 2: Given that **

3 }1,0{: qFH   is a 

cryptographic strong hash function satisfying the original 

three resistance properties The hash function 

1

*

1 }1,0{: GH   defined in (13) also satisfies the second 
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pre-image resistance property. 

Proof: Given that PIDHIDH ii )()( 31   and 

**

3 }1,0{: qFH   satisfies the second pre-image resistance 

property. Let’s assume
1H  does not satisfy the second 

pre-image resistance property, which means that, given 
iID , 

it’s not hard to find a pre-image 
ij IDID   such that 

)()( 11 ij IDHIDH  . Under this assumption, given 
iID and 

the hash function 
3H , someone can first compute 

)()( 13 ii IDHPIDH   and then find a pre-image 
ij IDID   

such that )()( 11 ij IDHIDH  . This 
jID  actually is a 

pre-image such that )()( 33 ij IDHIDH  . It implies that 
3H  

does not satisfy the second pre-image resistance property. 

This is a contradiction and thus the assumption we made 

about 
1H  is incorrect. Therefore 

1H  should satisfy the 

second pre-image resistance property.  

Proposition 3: Given that **

3 }1,0{: qFH   is a 

cryptographic strong hash function satisfying the original 

three resistance properties. The hash function 

1

*

1 }1,0{: GH   defined in (13)also  satisfies the collision 

resistance property. 

Proof: Given that PIDHIDH ii )()( 31   and 

**

3 }1,0{: qFH   satisfies the collision resistance property. 

Let’s assume
1H  does not satisfy the collision resistance 

property, which means that it’s not hard to find a pair of 

),( ji IDID , where 
ji IDID  , such that )()( 11 ji IDHIDH  . 

Under this assumption, given the hash function 
3H , the pair 

),( ji IDID  satisfies )()( 11 ji IDHIDH  will also satisfies 

)()( 33 ji IDHIDH   since )()( 11 ji IDHIDH    

PIDHPIDH ji )()( 33     )()( 33 ji IDHIDH  . This 

implies that 
3H  does not satisfy the collision resistance 

property. This is a contradiction and thus the assumption we 

made about 
1H  is incorrect. Therefore 

1H  should satisfy the 

collision resistance property.  

The above three propositions showed that 
1H  defined in 

(13) satisfies the original three resistance properties for a 

cryptographic strong hash function. However, 
1H  fails to 

have the image ratio resistance we defined in this paper since, 

given 
iID  and 

jID , it is easy to compute the ratio  

qIDHIDHc ij mod))()(( 33                 (14) 

such that 
ij cQQ   as shown below. 

)13(.mod

)(

)13(.)())()((

)14(.))()((

3

333

33

EqbyqQ

PIDH

EqbyPIDHIDHIDH

EqbyQIDHIDHcQ

j

j

iij

iiji









 

A malicious user 
iU  can take advantage of the computable 

ratio among public keys to derive another user 
jU ’s private 

key 
jD  by the following steps: 

 
iU  computes the ratio 

ij QQc   by calculating 

qIDHIDHc ij mod))()(( 33 .                   

 
iU  computes 

jjii DsQcsQcD  . 

The derivation of another user 
jU ’s private key is no 

longer a CDHP (refer to Section IV.A) since the ratio c  can 

be inferred from insecure generation of 
iQ  and 

jQ . This 

security vulnerability can be fixed by using hash functions 

with the image ratio resistance. The hash functions based on 

the map-to-curve or map-to-point algorithms from Weil 

pairings in [3], [4] are actually such functions, though these 

algorithms were not designed specifically for the image ratio 

resistance. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The main contribution of this paper is defining an 

additional desirable cryptographic hashing property, image 

ratio resistance, to hash functions for identity-based 

cryptosystems. Without this hashing property, this paper 

showed the identity-based cryptosystems are potentially 

insecure. Most of these identity-based cryptosystems only 

specify the need of using cryptographic strong hash functions 

for mapping a string to a point in a cyclic additive group. 

Traditional understanding of cryptographic strong hash 

functions does not include the property of image ratio 

resistance. An example of such cryptographic hash functions 

without the image ratio property is also given in this paper. As 

a result, readers or implementers of these identity-based 

cryptosystems may be misguided to develop insecure 

cryptographic schemes.  
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